
Product Specification Sheet: 

KwickScreen Wall Mounted Privacy Screen 

 Printable both sides with an image of your choice  

 Engineered with a single touch point so very simple 
to pull into place 

 Patented system that holds the screen in place and 
allows you to retract it effortlessly 

 Easy to clean with standard cleaning products 

 Designed alongside microbiologists for ultimate 
infection control 

 No track or rails for entanglement 

 Ideal for public and hygienic spaces 

 Water resistant and corrosion free 

 Can be retracted if the screen image is off putting 
for people with sensory issues (unlike a wall mural) 

Highlights: Highlights: 
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KwickScreen Wall Mounted Privacy Screen 

Product Specification Sheet: 

KwickScreen Privacy Screen SS Rev 2 05/22 

1. Patented C-Tube technology 

2. Adjustable brackets to suit different uses 

3. Aluminium spine 

4. Powder coated steel frame 

5. Medical grade castors 

6. Single touch point handle 
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Components: 

Overview: 

Privacy screens perform a vital function in a range of settings, providing privacy for and maintaining the 

dignity of people who need carers or family members to be present while certain activities are undertaken 

(such as using the toilet). However, historically these vital pieces of equipment have been functional rather 

than innovative or attractive. 

In contrast, KwickScreen’s privacy screen has been designed to be both durable, functional and attractive, 

with a patented system making it flexible and fully retractable. It is also customisable, and can be printed 

with a choice of artwork from a catalogue of images, or on a bespoke basis with artwork of the customer’s 

choice. By personalising the privacy screen, the room can be transformed in many ways: 

- by including a strong tie with the venue making the room feel an integral part of the building 

and not an add on (eg an image of a key attraction within a museum) 

- by using an image of a local landmark creating a familiar and nostalgic association 

creating a fun or entertaining image to enlighten the room 

- by including a practical image / info graphic to communicate a key piece of information or give 

added value to the room eg a wheelchair friendly route nearby   

In addition, KwickScreens can be used to divide a larger space or room into mini areas for smaller groups 

to use.  This is particularly relevant within SEND and Mainstream Schools, Care Homes and Training      

Facilities, but can be a very practical solution to create space dividers in a multitude of other                  

environments. The ability to print the screen allows each area to be themed giving the option to create 

reminiscence areas within Care Homes; focused training areas replicating a particular environment; or a 

role play area in a school eg an airport, shop, hospital or garden.  



All screens are printed both sides with an image of your choice  (12mb + or vector file) 

Application: 
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Product Specification Sheet: 

KwickScreen Wall Mounted Privacy Screen 

Model Name: KwickScreen Wall Mounted Privacy Screen 

Product Description Printed wall mounted retractable privacy screen 

Product Code: 

 

20.300.20.0029  

3250 mm (l) x 1900 mm (h)  

 

Materials 50% Steel; 20% Aluminium; 16% Polyester; 4% Glass Fibre; 4% 

uPVC  (95%+ recyclable) 

Screen Height  1900 mm 

Screen Width  2000 mm  

Fire Regulations: All our products meet international fire regulations 

EU & UK: EN13501-1: 2018 - Euroclass B - s1 - d0  

US: ASTM E 84 - Class A 

KwickScreen Privacy Screen SS Rev 2 05/22 
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Dimensions: 
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Product Specification Sheet: 

beyond routine 

Kwickscreen Air Wall Mounted Privacy Screen 

Kwickscreen Privacy Screen SS Rev 2 05/22 

Care: 

 

Everyday cleaning  

You can clean your screen using most healthcare 

cleaning solutions, including: 

 Quaternary 

 Bleach solutions 

 Disinfectant 

 Virucidal disinfectants 

 Hypochlorite at 1,000 — 10,000 ppm or 60% 

alcohol solution 

 UV light 

 Hydrogen peroxide 

 

Deep cleaning  

To deep clean, fully extend the screen and clean 

inside the body. When cleaning your KwickScreen 

do not use: 

 Any sharp instruments or razor blades to 

scrape the surface 

 Wax polishes 

 Products with an abrasive surface such as 

steel wool 

 Greases or oils 

 

Stubborn stains 

If normal cleaning does not remove all the stains, the 

following cleaning agents may be used at room tem-

perature with care:  

 Methyl butyl alcohol 

 Naptha VM&P 

 Ethyl alcohol 

 Isopropyl alcohol 

 

WARNING! 

Care should be taken with printed panels when using 

alcohol based agents. 

 

Cleaning your KwickScreen 

KwickScreens have been designed in line with infection control guidelines. All our screens are quick 

and easy to clean using standard hospital cleaning agents. 


